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The Problem

- CIP for the grid is vulnerable to well-coordinated synchronized attacks
- Time for effective countermeasures to prevent synchronized attack is on the order of ten(s) of power cycles
- Control operators may not have sufficient time to react to such an attack
- Communications and networks to prevent synchronized attacks are not currently robust enough or well understood
- Protective Systems are currently local vice being semi-global
- Global ramifications of Cyber Events are not factored nor fully understood for the Electric Delivery System
  - What may harm one area may be minimal to another zone
- Network Architectures are proprietary per utility, asset owner and/or energy producer
- Sophisticated malware has proven to be successful in penetrating our defenses

How do we respond after getting punched in the face?
Cyber Events

Power System Stability

- Angle Stability
  - Small-Signal Stability
  - Transient Stability

- Frequency Stability
  - Short Term
  - Long Term

- Voltage Stability
  - Large Disturbances
  - Small Disturbances
    - Short Term
    - Long Term
Resilient Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
Mission Statement

We propose to define, model and build a “Cyber-Physical Security Systems to Prevent Cascading Events” for power systems by making cyber-purposeful attacks on the electric delivery systems less relevant by utilizing and amalgamating static and dynamic data/measurements such that they will be actionable in real time in order to provide resilience to the Grid.
Motivation

• Wide Area Monitoring Systems, WAMS, are being implemented
  – NASPINET, WESCO
  – Perfect Citizen, NSA

• Securing the grid against cyber and physical attacks is our top priority

• Due to the grid’s structure, small coordinated attacks can cause disproportional amounts of damage.

• The timeframe to react in these circumstances is on the order of 400ms, therefore we need an automated system.

We Need a Wide Area Actionable System (WAAS)
Mission

• Ensure the reliability of the Electrical Grid during an attack
• Make Cyber and Physical Attacks less Relevant
• Make vulnerabilities less relevant through challenging system operation assumptions
• Maintain operations to some degree of fidelity after an attack
• We must show Resilience and Be Resilient!
• Provide end-to-end solutions for cyber-secure resilient systems

After an attack we must take defensive counter measures such that the mission can continue
Entry Ways

- Current Electric Grid Vulnerabilities
  - Transmission Lines
  - Transmission Substations
  - Distribution Lines
  - Protective Relays
  - SCADA
  - Humans
  - Distribution Substations

Typically unmanned and vulnerable to physical and/or cyber attack
**Attack Vectors**

- **Terrorist/COIN** could simultaneously attack unmanned Transmission and distribution assets. Negates the need for sophisticated Cyber Attacks

- **Network**
  - Hacker remotely monitored VPN connection between two control centers
    - Florida State University Center for Advanced Power Systems FSU/CAPS

- **Phishing Malware**
  - Users mistakenly download malicious software through email-attachment or website
    - Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the Power Grid “TCIPG”

- **Worm**
  - Stuxnet, could spread at a high secured site remote site. As described by many there are many ways for Stuxnet to infect a system.
    - Byres Security Incorporated/SCADA Hacker

We can and will get hacked! However the payload is typically directed to our Cyber-Physical Power Assets
Synchronized Attack

• Why
  – The Electric Grid is primarily and currently a **Synchronous System** that has a center frequency of 60hz with +/- 0.05hz of Tolerance
  – Large Frequency deviation beyond between 0.5hz and 4hz will start Islanding
    • At around 59.3Hz load shedding will occur

• How
  – Using aforementioned techniques the Terrorist/COIN is able to store data from several zones.
  – Entity sits and waits for all pertinent data to be collected and then perpetrates and **Timed and fairly synchronous attack**

• Consequences
  – Due to the speed and precision of the attack N-1, N-2, EMS plans are rendered in-effective
All Are Physics

• Some basic physics of power
  – Electricity travels at \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}} \approx 3 \times 10^8 \) m/s
    • Here L and C are the inductance (proportional to the line’s permeability) and capacitance (proportional to the line’s permittivity) of (overhead) transmission lines
    – Underground cables have a lower speed
  – For electricity with frequency of 60 Hz, for overhead lines, the wavelength is roughly 3100 miles

• Why is it physically possible
  – Instability due to faults induced by attacks happens within around 25 power cycles (about 400 ms)
    • Due largely to stored energy in generators
Timescale of Power System Dynamic Phenomena

- Switching transients
- Subsynchronous resonance
- Transient stability
- Oscillatory stability
- Long-term dynamics

Time (s):

- $10^{-6}$
- $10^{-5}$
- $10^{-4}$
- 0.001
- 0.01
- 0.1
- 1
- 10
- 100
- 1000
- $10^4$

- 1 cycle
- 1 minute
- 1 hour
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Mathematical Approach

• Time-Domain (T-D) is not sufficient for WAAS
• Direct Methods are not well studied
• We will need to have an amalgamation of the two.
• We propose a polyhedron approximation
Mathematical Modeling

• A power system as a single entity consists of generators, loads, and a transmission system
  
  – A generator can be described by a model with associated parameters (rotor angle, speed, inertia coefficient, mechanical power and electric power)
  
  – A load can be described by its admittance, voltage, and current
  
  – A transmission line can be described by its parameters, voltage, current, and phase angle
  
  – Mathematically, it can be described by a manifold of high dimensional space with all the physical constraints satisfied

\[
\dot{x} = f(x, y, p) \quad \text{(Dynamic modeling)}
\]

\[
0 = g(x, y, p) \quad \text{(Algebraic constrains)}
\]
Mathematical Manifold Approach

As the state of a power system is determined by state variables (that determine the dynamic aspects of power systems (such as generators)), all the possible states form a manifold and the evolution of the power system can be described as a path on the manifold. By decomposing the manifold into relatively independent zones, we can model submanifolds and the minimal interactions among them.
Mathematical Approach

Here zones can be defined in several ways. One way is a graph-cut method. By modeling the grid as a weighted connected graph, where the weight between two nodes is the amount of energy being transferred, we can create clusters by minimizing the inter-cluster energy transfer. In other words, we would like each zone to be as independent as possible to reduce the probability of failure propagation. They can also be defined using the established control zones.
Components of a resilient power grid control

• To achieve resilience, we need to do
  – Data acquisition (measurements taken at strategic locations) ($T_{\text{mea}}$, under 20ms)
  – Communication to resilient control nodes ($T_s$, around 50ms can be achieved)
  – Power system status estimation and control actions to counter attack if detected ($T_{\text{dec}}$)
  – Execution of control actions ($T_s + T_{\text{dev}}$ (time for devices to execute, around 70ms))

$$T = T_{\text{mea}} + T_s + T_{\text{dec}} + T_s + T_{\text{dev}} = T_{\text{dec}} + 190\text{ms}$$

• The entire process must be done before it is too late
Distributed resilience control algorithm

• We will model the power system as resilience zones, which are submanifolds connected by links to neighboring resilience zones
  – The model of a resilience zone consists of the states of its generators, loads, and transmission components
  – One or more resilience nodes are inserted to the resilience zone
  – Communication infrastructure with ultra low latency is built between measurement units and resilience nodes
  – Resilience nodes are also connected with resilience nodes neighboring zones (according to border gateway or other proper protocol)
Communication

Communication Tree for a Resilient Zone for Blocking Cascading Events

The entire interconnect forms a hierarchy of resilient zones. Each resilient zone has a leader that is responsible for aggregating the zone information to the outside world, receiving zone updates from its peers, and distributing the outside zone updates to devices within its zone.
Resilience node

• A fundamental issue is that resilience control actions must be computed and executed before the system becomes unstable
  – A time-dependent simplified model of the zone will be built using available measurements and generator and system states
  – The model will be used to estimate the time and margin of the system’s stability
    • Due to the time constraints, time-domain methods are computationally not feasible
    • We are studying a Single Machine Equivalent (SIME) approach, a hybrid direct and time-domain method
    • Other methods will be studied

After an attack we must take defensive counter measures such that the mission can continue
Challenges that must be overcome

- We need accurate models
- Zones will be different
- System must be semi-global to global
  - Special Protection System (SPS) vice Protective System (PS)
- How do we deal with the enormous amounts of data from WAMS
- What/How many communications protocols should be used
  - IEEE 1451, IEC 61850
  - UDP, IPV6
  - LTE, WiMAX
Implementation issues

• Communication infrastructure must support communication with ultra low latency
  – Resilience zone partition needs to be optimized relative to the communication structure, communication protocol, and power system structure
    • Latency less than 50ms is achievable with optimized protocol and hardware support
    • NASPInet specifications appear to be sufficient

• Candidate resilient Cyber-Physical Control elements/actions can be evaluated in parallel
  – There is no dependency among candidate resilient control actions, that is, the SIME model and the updated resilience margin can be computed in parallel

• As SIME and resilience control actions can be computed within 100ms, attacks with 300ms critical time can be handled
Achieving resilience

- For each resilience zone, the associated SIME model is used to compute the critical clearing time
  - If the zone and neighboring zones are normal, then nothing needs to be done and communicate its status to neighboring zones
  - If there is an attack detected, compute the critical machines (the generators that will be out of control) and then control actions based on neighboring zones
    - Control actions will depend on available power system support, including load redistribution
    - Candidate actions will be evaluated using updated SIME models and resilience margin
  - Note that fast communication between neighboring resilience zones is essential to stop cascading events that could otherwise propagate

We will build a Cyber-Physical Control Elements/Systems
Research issues

• As there is no existing study on modeling and handling synchronized attacks, extensive simulation of “real world models” and emulation need to be studied
  – A key issue is the hard time constrain imposed by the power, power transfer delays as well as communication delays must be modeled accurately
  – Emulation must be done in order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed approach
• Clearly the distributed SIME and other methods need to be implemented and compared
• We are performing a pilot study regarding a systematic evaluation of the approach

We will build a Cyber-Physical Control Elements/Systems
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Guidance
Guidance

• We want to make sure that our direction makes sense.
• Please give feedback!!
• Presenters:
  • Josef D. Allen
    – Email: allenjd@ornl.gov
Thank You
Back Up
Distributed SIME method

- SIME uses the equal area criterion that allows the estimation of the stable margin accurately and efficiently
  - Based on a one-machine infinite bus model (OMIB) system

Illustrations from “Power system stability and control” (editor, L. L. Grigsby, editor, CRC Press, 2007)